Sweet Gas Field Operator (Contract Position)
THE COMPANY
Headquartered in Calgary, Alberta and with operations near Fort St. John, British Columbia, Pacific Canbriam
Energy Limited (“PCE”) is committed to our 5Cs business philosophy of creating benefits for our Community,
Country, Climate, Customer, and Company.
Pacific Canbriam believes that the quality of its resource is a strategic asset that differentiates the company.
Early efforts to identify a scalable, low cost supply source led to a focus in the Altares and Kobes Montney
regions in northeast B.C. The Montney is a world class resource and Altares is among the highest quality
areas. The region possesses a unique combination of thickness and over-pressure, which contributes to
highly efficient stacked resource development and strong well deliverability. Pacific Canbriam’s Montney
resource also possesses a high liquids content and overall rock quality that translates into a highly
competitive supply cost.
We believe that teamwork is the foundation of our success. We have established a culture where problem
solving skills and excellence are highly valued. Individual technical disciplines collaborate to achieve common
objectives and continuously improve results. PCE’s strategy and its culture are centred on this commitment.
The next iteration of our integrated approach relates to the planned export of our natural gas to markets in
growing economies overseas. To achieve this aim, Pacific Canbriam will supply B.C.’s proposed Woodfibre
LNG project, which will liquefy the natural gas and load it into vessels. The natural gas will be shipped to help
supply a growing demand for cleaner sources of energy in Asia.
THE POSITION
PCE is looking to hire a Contract Field Operator to join our growing team. Reporting to the Field Lead
Operators, as an effective team member you will be responsible for the safe operations and maintenance
of our Sweet Gas wells in the Altares area. This is a camp-based position based on 7 on & 7 off, or 14 on &
14 off, 12-hour shifts; both days & occasional night coverage is required. PCE’s camp is located
approximately 124 kms northwest of Fort St. John, BC near Hudson’s Hope, BC. The successful candidates
must be prepared to work extra hours and be on-call as required. The individuals will have the following
core responsibilities:
Core Responsibilities
• Daily field site tasks including pipeline pigging, sand filtration & 3 phase separation
• Daily production reporting
• Adhere to and engage in PCE’s safety protocol
• Recognize operational problems and troubleshoot
• Recognize abnormal operating conditions of equipment
• Conduct work within the procedures, standards and policies that are in place
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THE INDIVIDUAL
This is an exciting and challenging position in a growing organization. As such, it is critical that the
successful candidates possess the following experience, certifications and requirements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minimum of 5+ years of related industry experience
Production Field Operations Certificate (would be considered an asset)
Compression and Dehydration experience
Valid Class 5 drivers’ license
Safety certification including First Aid, H2S Alive
Independent Contracting Documents – liability insurance, Certificate of Incorporation, proof of
WCB coverage, vehicle insurance
Ability to demonstrate computer literacy
A strong team player, capable of working closely with a variety of groups but also a self-starter who
is capable of working independently with minimal or no supervision
Job applicants should expect to be drug/alcohol tested as part of the hiring process

APPLICATION PROCESS
Please submit your resume and a cover letter to hr@pacific-canbriam.ca expressing your interest in the
position and address your cover letter to Neil Schilling and Riley Brown, Field Shift Leads. To be considered,
your cover letter MUST detail how your specific expertise and experience relates to the qualification
requirements.
Applications are being accepted until 5:00 pm on Monday, December 12, 2022. We thank all applicants for
taking time to apply; however only those selected for an interview will be contacted.
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